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Introduction
Definitions of multi/inter/transdisciplinarity
Lack of clear terminology

Tress et al. (2003): Interdisciplinary and Transdisciplinary
landscape Studies:Potential and Limitations
Multidisciplinarity: Involvement of several unrelated academic
disciplines wherein each discipline retains its methodologies 
and assumptions to contribute to a common goal
Interdisciplinarity: Involvement of several unrelated academic
disciplines in a way that forces them to cross discipline 
boundaries to solve a common research goal
Transdisciplinarity: Integration of both academic researchers 
from different unrelated disciplines and user-group participants 
to reach a common goal



Justification

Increasing importance for multi/inter/transdisciplinarity research

Set up of many programs with priority to multi/inter/trans-
disciplinarity approaches (National research councils, EC)

To create new knowledge by synthesizing knowledge production

Facing clear societal demands

Contributing to complex problem solving



Arguments

H. Nowotny (2005) Interdisciplinary research – Why does 
it matter?

Four agruments (among many others)
for multi/inter/transdisciplinarity research

Easy to argue – Difficult to realize

Argument 1: “The world has problems, the university has
departments”

But: how to translate ‘real world’ problems into scientifically
feasible as well as scientifically attractive problems?



Arguments cont’d

Argument 2: “The whole is more than the sum of its parts”

But: how to arrive at a timely synthesis of different specialised
bodies of knowledge?

Argument 3: “Knowledge, skills, methods often cut across 
disciplinary boundaries”

But: How to know which knowledge, skills, methods, and 
instrumentation are useful and can be transferred from one field
to another?



Arguments cont’d

Argument 4: “Serendipity and new 
discoveries often occur at the borders 
of established fields and/or disciplines”.

But: Yes, but if we only knew 
in advance where it will happen …



Experiment
Why is this type of research difficult to realize?
Related question: What distinguishes one discipline from another?
1. DISCIPLINARY CONCEPTS

Experiment
Question to few leading economists to write down the 10 most
Important concepts in economics

The same for sociologists, psychologists, lawyers, GI-scientists, etc.

Result: Almost no overlap in the list of concepts

Consequence: Making true interdisciplinary (a blending and fusion 
of concepts) unlikely



Experiment cont’d

2. DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS IT SEEKS TO ANSWER

Question to the representatives from the different disciplines:
“What are the most important, the most central, the most enduring
questions in your domain”

Result: Wide differences in the answers across the disciplines
showing different interests 

One disciplinary answer not “better” than another
All answers being relevant
All answers serving different purposes



Experiment cont’d
3. DISCIPLINARY METHODS

Economists: good at building models, teasing inferences from
“natural experiments”, econometrics

Psychologists: Masters of the controlled experiment
Sociologists: Experts in survey research

Interdisciplinary research so far:
Borrowing methods 
Useful, but true interdisciplinary research elusive
(so long as the disciplines employ distinct concepts and address
different questions)  



Practice: Multi/Inter/
Transdisciplinary research

Website: www.spatialist.be



Project characteristics

Start: September 2007
Duration: 4 years
Funding: Institute for the promotion of Innovation by Science and 

Technology in Flanders (IWT) 

Budget: € 2 475 000,00
Scientific disciplines: 

- Public administration
- Geomatics
- Law
- Sociology
- Economics



Location of Flanders



Partners

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
1. Public Management Institute

2. Spatial Applications Division Leuven

3. Interdisciplinary Centre for Law & Information
Technology

4. Sociology of Work and Organisation

Vrije Universiteit Brussel
5. Department MOSI



Main research question

What are the technological, legal, economic, sociological 
and public administrative requirements to further 
develop an operational Flemish Spatial Data 
Infrastructure consistent with international standards 
that is efficient, effective, flexible and feasible?

Is this question multi-disciplinary, inter-
disciplinary or transdisciplinary related?



Motivation for Multi/Inter/
Transdisciplinary research 

- GI-Research primarily focused on technological 
issues of GIS

- Institutional framework, policy and human 
resources described as stable, non-moving factors

- More availability of technology: Not a sufficient condition for an 
SDI to be used

- Current practitioners’ feed back: Failing implementation of SDI 
due to non-technical issues  



Motivation cont’d
- Limited number of studies about organizational, public 
administration, legal, and economics SDI-issues -> Not much 
knowledge what must be done to avoid failure

- SDI-Flanders weaknesses
Little awareness of SDI
No coherent (operational) concept, ad hoc initiative
Low level of coordination between federal and regional activities
Too top-down approach
Introvert sector
Dissemination: Too supply-oriented

Inclusion of mono-, multi-, inter-, transdisciplinary research 



User group

• Addressing issues of the real world
• Providing input about SDI key issues
• Participating in case studies
• Providing feedback on (intermediate) results
• Evaluating/validating the (project) results
• Enhancing the transdisciplinary character of the research

1. Association of Flemish Cities and Municipalities
2. City of Leuven
3. Association of Flemish provinces
4. Co-ordination cell Flemish e-Government
5. AGIV
6. INcGEO
7. National Geographic Institute



International expert group

- Scientific back-up (conceptual/methodological)
- Contribution to mono/multi/interdisciplinary
research

- Once a year meeting
- Maximum 7 experts

- Representing the disciplines
- Public administration
- Geomatics
- Law
- Sociology
- Economics
- Spatial Data Infrastructures



Definition

Definition SDI
- Relevant base collection of technologies, policies and 
institutional arrangements that facilitate the sharing of and access
to spatial data
- Interoperable network
- Network NOT a static end-product but a space and time 
independent continuum



SDI-development

Utilisation
Processing

of
resources

Acquisition
of

resourcesPhases:
1. Acquisition of resources

Acquiring resources more or less 
necessary for an adequate evolvement of 
the development

2. Processing of resources
Combining the required and available resources into an
adequate configuration

3. Utilisation
Testing and evaluating the attainment of the project objectives 
to the actual utilization of the project’s output and outcomes

Phases: cyclical and iterative



SDI-performance

Efficiency

Effectiveness

FlexibilityFeasibility

4 dimensions of performance
- Efficiency
- Effectiveness
- Feasibility
- Flexibility

Interdependent
Mutual reinforcement

Described as: mono/multi/inter/ transdisciplinary?



Analytical research model
- Refinement of the 3 SDI-development phases 

- Not technological deterministic, nor organizational deterministic

- SDI-development: Process in which components interact with each 
other

- Not mechanistic nor causal
- Dynamic and cyclical

- 4 Modules identified (each with a set of defined issues): 
1) Resources module; 2) Process inflow module; 3) Process 
outflow module; 4) Utilization  



Objectives
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Examples of related research 
questions

- What is the impact of the concept of interoperability on stakeholders?
- Is spatial data held by the public sector a commodity or a 

public good?
- What are the legal boundaries concerning the use of authentic sources

and exchange of information?
- Which capacity has an organisation to manage complex dynamic
information flows?

- What is the role of public sector in the (geo-)information market?
- What is the best scenario to develop a successful SDI-Flanders?

Some questions are more mono, multi, inter or transdisciplinary
in nature



Zero-measurement

Description of the current state of SDI practice in order to have a 
baseline (Determination of key actors and their relationships, existing 
procedures, and core spatial databases in Flanders).

Surveys
T = 4 (Final measurement)
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4 > T > 0 Intermediate
measurement

T = 0 (Zero-measurement)
Survey status
Survey launching: 22 April
Distributed to 475 e-mail addresses
Totally completed: 70
Deadline: 14 May



Multi-criteria analysis

Legal, Organisational, Technical 
and Economic criteria

Legal, Organisational, Technical 
and Economic criteria
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Core of interdisciplinarity

Analysing scenarios for SDI-
development

Defining scenarios based
on the module research results 

Refining set of criteria

Determining weights and scores 
derived from surveys and 
case studies



Challenges/Pitfalls

- Clarify the SDI-concept

- Make it feasible and operational

- Learn each other’s language

- Determine the appropriate knowledge, skills, methods and 
instrumentation

- Determine how to transfer such information from one 
field to another

- Arrive at a timely synthesis of different disciplinary results



Challenges/Pitfalls

- Know where at the borders of the established fields and/or 
disciplines are chances for success

- Create bordered research objects dealing with different
participating disciplines and actors

- Determine and involve 
key user-group participants

- Determine the performance of SDI

- Validate the multi/inter/trans-
disciplinary results



Conclusions

Multi/Inter/Transdisciplinary SDI-Research: 
Easy to argue – Difficult to realize
Still in its infancy

Main challenges: 
- Clarifying key concepts 
- Determining key research questions and appropriate methods
- Integrating them accordingly into a multi-, inter-, or transdisciplinary
approach

Many pitfalls along the way

Aim today’s workshop: To determine and avoid potential pitfalls



Questions

What are the key research questions to be answered in order 
to develop a successful SDI?

Besides Public administration, Geomatics, Law, Sociology, and
Economics, which other disciplines are crucial?

Is the concept of data sharing and accessibility
- Monodisciplinary?
- Multidisciplinary?
- Interdisciplinary?
- Transdisciplinary?
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